
Asalamu Alaykum , Respected Parents , Staff , Students & Community Members , 

May this newsletter find you in the best spiritual , physical , social and emotional

wellbeing with the Grace of the Almighty . I ’m very excited to share this edition

of our newsletter with you .

We may have started off Term 3 with a lockdown (I ’m so grateful to all my staff ,

students and parents who embraced the opportunity to undertake online

teaching and learning to give our students the opportunity to continue their

studies) however , I believe that this term has been most enjoyable due to the

many activities that we have had .

Our Science Week activity entitled Sunnah Clinic was so well received by all

students who not only learnt about Sunnah Foods , but also its benefits and the

opportunity to enjoy these foods . Special thanks to Sr Dilshaad and the Science

Committee for their preparation of this informative activity . High school was

abuzz with fun , interactive activities organised by Miss Bahwach during lunch

breaks ; the highlight was students making their own icecream . Congratulations

to Br Billal on running our first handball competittion so successfully . 

My sincere gratitude is extended to the Literacy Committee who planned an

amazing Book Week . My heart was filled with happiness to see the children so

happy and excited to see each other dressed in innovative costumes .  I was

especially blown away by the high school staff and students who rose to the

challenge to dress up , parade and participate in our planned activities . Judging

the doors/walls was quite difficult as the talent , workmanship was nothing short

of ‘scenes from a movie set ’ . Now that a precedent has been set I am eagerly

looking forward to #2022BookWeek.

Other events planned include the Annual Quraan & Hifz competition on the 2nd
September 2021 In Sha Allah . A reminder to all parents to kindly return your

children ’s excursion forms (planned for Week 8 & 9) by the due date to avoid

them missing out .

Please save 24th September 2021 as our Parent Teacher Meeting date . If we

have not seen you as yet we hope that you will set aside some time to catch up

with us to see how your children are performing and how we can work together

to give them every opportunity to succeed in achieving their aspirations , In Sha

Allah !

May Allah هلالج لج continue to guide , protect , shower us with His Mercy and keep us

safe from COVID and any calamities , Ameen Yaa Rabb !

Jazak- Allah Khairun for your support with all our endeavours .

Important Dates
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Annual Quran Competition -

2nd September 

Exam Week High School -  

 6th  - 10th September

Excursions                                  

Sports Day - 22nd September

Last Day of Term 3 - 22nd
September
Pupil-Free Day - 23rd

September

Parent-Teacher Interviews

24th September

     Yrs 1 & 2 - 7th September 

     Yrs 3 & 4 - 8th September

     Yrs 5 & 6 - 9th September

Dr Ahdielah Edries
PRINCIPAL



Term 3 | Week 4
Recognition Awards

Primary Campus

Click here to watch the ceremony

https://youtu.be/e_Y2Wdy2Qo4


G C  N E W S L E T T E R

In Reception we are grateful that we are back on

school grounds and learning at school with our

friends . We have a busy term ahead of learning and

extra curricula activities .

In class we have continued learning about

sentences and really pushing ourselves with our

writing . In HASS , we are looking at celebrations and

why we celebrate . In Science , we are looking at

materials and their properties . 

We are super excited for Book Week and the

Reception celebration of ‘100 days of school ’ which

will be in Week 9 . More details will come from 

Mrs E .

Here are some snap shots of us working hard in

class . 

RECEPTIONRECEPTIONRECEPTION
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G C  N E W S L E T T E R

For Literacy this term , we are looking at explanation and

narrative texts which are interesting genres . Students are

required to do research to explain how or why things

happen for explanation text . In narratives , they get to

develop their imagination and creativity in writing fiction

stories . 

In Maths , students are learning shapes and units of

measurement . They were engaged in hand-on activities

of making 3D shapes and measuring everyday objects

using non-standard units . They explored a variety of non-

standard units to measure things in the classroom .

In Science , students are studying Earth ’s natural

resources . We connected this learning to Islam and what

Allah Subḥānahu wa-ta ʿālā has bestowed on this Earth

for us to utilize . Students investigated sand and soil as

two of Earth ’s natural resources . I am also looking

forward to their diorama which will display Earth ’s

natural resources . I am sure their STEM projects are going

to look amazing ! 

In Technology , the students are currently doing MS Paint .

They have been learning the various skills and practising

drawing and making shapes . They produced some lovely

pictures .

YEAR 2AYEAR 2AYEAR 2A

In Drama , students explored emotions and

feelings . They get to act out little scenes that

displayed different emotions , feelings and

reactions . They were very good at them and they

had fun !

I am also especially excited for Book Week in

Week 6 to see various book characters come alive

when the students are all dressed up with

ingenuity and creativity for the theme “Old

Worlds , New Worlds , Other Worlds”.

Please continue to support your child in their

learning routines so as to enable them to achieve

their academic goals . Your continuous and

valuable collaboration is very much appreciated .

“The best gift to children from parents is their

correct training” (Tirmizi).





G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Literacy:
We are focusing on explanation texts during Writing lessons

this term . Our writing lessons are integrated with Science

Week and students are now investigating nutritional values of

a variety of food items . They will later use this information to

write explanation texts .

Numeracy:
This term we are learning about Measurement . We have

already explored length , area and mass and we are now

learning about capacity . We have engaged in several hands-

on activities to understand the concepts . Students enjoyed

working in groups to measure each other ’s heights .

Drama:
We thoroughly enjoyed our Drama lessons . We focused on

freeze frames and role play and I must say , loads of learning

has been done with lots of laughter . Students performed a

tableau in groups on a dreamtime story ‘Tiddalick The Frog ’ .

Digital Technologies:
Students are learning a graphic designing tool called Canva this term . This term , Digital Technology is

integrated with Media Arts and students are using Canva for designing in both learning areas . They have

already produced impressive work and are further polishing their skills now .

Please be reminded that students must be in their correct uniforms . They must wear sports uniform on

Wednesdays and Thursdays as we have PE on these days . You are welcome to message me on ClassDojo

or email me if you have any questions or concerns . 

YEAR 3AYEAR 3AYEAR 3A



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

The Year 4 class are excited to be back learning

at school and have been very busy so far ! 

The Year 4 class have been studying Money and

Data Representation . They took part in class

surveys and created various graphs to display

their data . 

In HASS we have been exploring Africa ! We are

learning all about the various features of this

wonderful and diverse continent . 

In English we have been working on how to write

exciting and creative narratives . We look forward

to sharing their stories when they are completed . 

Our focus for Science is Earth and Space

Sciences , we are currently learning about the

various rocks and types of soils that make up

earth . 

We are looking forward to sharing more of our

amazing work with you soon !

YEAR 4YEAR 4YEAR 4



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

I want to first thank all parents for their

efforts and contributions during our

interrupted start to the term . Getting the kids

online and working during lockdown ensured

the Year 6s were not falling behind in our

subject areas .

We have been busy learning about natural

disasters , cultures of the world , physical

drama , and soccer in Term 3 . With sports day

coming up at the end of the term , students

have been practicing their novelty games in

PE ! Check out our skills below ! 

We also have Book Week coming up in Week

6 ! I ’m excited to see the Year 6s engaging and

dressing up to celebrate their last book week

as primary school students ! 

Thank you for all your continued support , as

always . Please do not hesitate to contact me

if you have any queries or questions



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

We hope you all had a good start to the new Islamic Hijri year 1443. Students enjoyed learning about the

importance of the last Islamic month ‘Zil Hijah’ and the fifth Pillar of Islam “Hajj” as per their year level. Main

objective of learning about Hajj is to reflect upon the lessons that needs to be practiced from the story of

Prophet Ibrahim. May Allah Subḥānahu wa-taʿālā grant all of us and our children to be as obedient as Prophet

Ismail to his father Prophet Ibrahim (Ameen).

We appreciate all parents from Year 4 to 6 who have been helping their children in presenting and teaching

the assigned topics to their peers. We are happy to see beautiful masjid projects of our Year 3 students. 

A friendly reminder about the whole school Annual Quran Competition which will be in Week 7 Thursday 2

September 2021 In Shah Allah. Please keep practising the regular surah at home. There is also an Adhaan

competition for boys from Year 3 to 12.

ISLAMICISLAMIC
STUDIESSTUDIES

MASJIDMASJID
PROJECTSPROJECTS



This week we are celebrating National Science Week in our school . National Science

Week is Australia ’s annual celebration of science and technology . It aims to encourage

an interest in science pursuits among the general public , and to encourage younger

people to become fascinated by the world we live in . Find out more at

https ://www .scienceweek .net .au/

The theme of Science Week this year is ‘Food: Different By Design’. To celebrate, STEM and Digital

Technology Committee organised ‘The Sunnah Food Clinic’ by Ms Vaseem Dilshad where she is

exploring sunnah food items and encouraging students to include sunnah food in their diet. 

 

The Sunnah Food Clinic  

Click here to watch The Sunnah Food Clinic video

https://youtu.be/e5cFCRZlRaE
https://youtu.be/e5cFCRZlRaE
https://youtu.be/e5cFCRZlRaE
https://youtu.be/e5cFCRZlRaE
https://www.scienceweek.net.au/
https://youtu.be/e5cFCRZlRaE




G C  N E W S L E T T E R

I can ’t believe another term has flown by and we

are halfway through the term already . We have

been busy during the first two weeks of the term ;

students have been revising the the surah that we  

learnt in Term 2 . They were also familiarising

themselves with general Islamic guidelines about

the importance of learning Quran .

Students were busy completing their required

surah for the term and preparing for their exam in

week five . With Sheikh Haisam in Quranic and

Arabic for upper primary , we have enough time to

check students ’ progress . Students were also

excited to listen to the explanation of the surahs

and the stories behind them .

QURANIC QURANIC QURANIC STUDIESSTUDIESSTUDIES

I'm also pleased to mention that our Hifz

(Quran Memorisation) program is running very

smoothly, Students are engaging and

improving.

Finally, I urge our respected parents please

spare some time and discuss with your children

about the things that they learn in school and

encourage them to revise their lessons.

I would also like to remind you that we will

have a Quran and Athan competition in Week 7,

Please remind your children to practice for that.

Thank you for your continued support with your

child’s learning.

May Allah Subḥānahu wa-ta ʿālā grant

beneficial knowledge to all our children

Ameen .



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

We have kicked off Term 3 focusing on the technical demands of soccer . Students 

 learned to develop through the basic progressions of passing , dribbling and shooting .

It is awesome to hear that many of our talented students are currently registered at

their local soccer clubs . Please make sure you child is wearing appropriate footwear on

their P .E days (Black running shoes). 

In Week 4 , our UP students have participated in a handball competition . The top 6

boys and girls from each level have secured their place in the finals beginning in Week

5 . I would like to thank Mr . McBride and the Year 5/6 students who have devoted their

lunch breaks to help referee the games . 

We have booked in our R-12 sports day on the 22nd of September (Wednesday – Week

10) at Bridgestone Athletics Centre in Salisbury . The venue opened in April , providing

state of the art facilities for schools in the Northern suburbs . Due to unforeseen

circumstances last year , where Sports Day was cancelled ,  we hope to make this year a

special occasion for all our students , especially our reception and year one students to

mark their first sports day ! In sha Allah .

PHYSICAL EDUCATIONPHYSICAL EDUCATION

WINNERSWINNERS
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G C  N E W S L E T T E R

We ’re well and truly in the thick of it as we ’re

crossing the half way mark of Term 3 . We ’ve

got COVID embattling the states around us ,

the students and staff at DP are getting used

to wearing the face mask for protection and

only seeing the top half of each others faces . 

The Year 12 ’s are rising above it though and

working as hard as they can to bring home

the highest achievements that they can for

themselves , their families and their school . As

of today , they are down to their last 7 weeks

of face to face contact with the school and

after that will be preparing for their end of

year exams . The excitement in the air as the

end of the year is drawing near is definitely

something to behold ! The Year 12 ’s that are

doing subjects that have external

investigations are putting the final touches on

their big projects as these will be due in a few

weeks ! These big assignments take the place

of the end of year exams so they need to have

spent the last eight months polishing them

off to get them to where they need to be . I

have faith that we ’ll see some amazing results

in the coming months and I ’m eagerly

awaiting with bated breath to see how well

they all do ! 

Invitations to the graduation will soon be sent

out . Could parents and family members who

intend to attend their big night please RSVP

asap when these are sent home . It will be a

fantastic way to finish off the year with their

teachers and cohort who have helped them

reach the finish line !

The year 10 ’s on the other hand are starting to

feel the pressure as their SACE journey starts

to kick into second gear . They ’re doing PLP

and Research Project this semester so by the

end of this year will have had experience in

three different SACE subjects . This will be a

good primer to their year 11 and they are

starting to feel the heat that comes with the

final secondary subject learning . At the

moment in English we are finishing off the

class text and they will soon be moving to

more complicated essay writing and I can ’t

wait to see the stuff that they produce .

Also in the next coming weeks we ’ll be having

celebrations at the DP campus for Book Week .

Be prepared to see some crazy costumes as

well as a day full of fun activities . Pics of this

will no doubt be on the Facebook page as well

as in our newsletter so stay tuned for that .

That ’s all from me from the DP side of the

fence . I hope you all stay safe and look after

each other ! Till next time !

Mr Davos

SACE Coordinator / Behaviour Coordinator



Term 3 | Week 4
Recognition Awards
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Click here to watch the ceremony

https://youtu.be/IOM6ZVcAqD8


Praise be to Allah , Lord of the worlds , Peace and

Blessings of Allah be upon His final Prophet

Muhammad (peace be upon him), to his household

and all those who follow him .

Welcome to Semester 2 of the academic year of 2021

and to the new Islamic year of 1443 A .H . It was a

challenging start at the beginning of the Term due to

the lockdown and reaching out to our students

through Zoom/MS Team and Google Classroom

teaching . Al Hamdu Lillah , it passed quickly and we

were excited to be able to teach and learn face to

face with some restrictions . During this term , the

Quranic lessons got back straight to the normal

routine of recitation , memorisation , Tajweed and

reflection on the meaning of the Surahs . Each year

level from 7-10 started a new Surah as they have

successfully completed their previous Surahs last

term .

We started a weekly reading contest in class at all

year levels which is an opportunity for every student

to recite in front of the class and gain more

confidence . We are still encouraging students to

continue with their daily reading at home and finish

their memorisation tasks on time too .

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Very good news for Quran lovers , We are holding

our Annual Quran Competition on the 2nd of

September . Currently students are competing in

the qualifying rounds . We encourage all the

students to take part in the annual Quran & Azaan

competition and make their parents and school

proud as well as earn great reward from Allah and

win special prizes form the school too .

In Islamic studies subject , this Semester we have

started Part II of the Islamic Studies Books in all

the year levels from 7-10 as we have successfully

completed part 1 last Semester . The focus of this

term is Fiqh (Islamic Jurisprudence) where the

students will learn about various Fiqh topics such

as puberty and the Islamic obligations of puberty ,

Tayammum , Prayer of the sick , shortening the

Prayers etc . The students are also doing a group

project on Hajj with an in-depth explanations of

both the rituals and spiritual aspects of this pillar

of Islam .

We ask Allah Subḥānahu wa-ta ʿālā for beneficial

knowledge and safety during this difficult time of

Covid ! Ameen .



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

This semester has started off with a bit of a turbulence due to the latest

lockdown , but our students persevered and were happy to be back in class for

face to face learning .  

The Year 12 General Mathematics students are working exceptionally hard in the

las semester of their final year at school . They have one topic left to complete .

Keep up the good work . We will continue to guide and support them towards

their dreams . Our Maths Methods class have also been putting extra effort into

achieving their best scores . I encourage them to continue working hard and

wish them the best as they approach their final assessments . As per the

timetable , the Year 12s will finish all their assessments by the end of this term

and will spend the first two weeks of Term 4 revising and preparing for their

external exams . 

The Year 10s Mathematics class are exploring measurement and geometry . They

applied their knowledge to create geometric art with the use of different

measuring device . We encourage our students to continue doing their best in

their pursuit of knowledge as well as thank the support of parents during this

trying time .

Creating ART While doing Mathematics. 
Here are some of the geometric art works Year 10 students drew using the

geometric tools .



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

It has been an eventful start to Science this

term ! We ’ve enjoyed the brief dose of

online learning in Week 1 and 2 of the

term , where we saw students access

interactive learning and become part of

valuable class discussions via google meet .

It ’s imperative that students get

accustomed to switching between campus

and off campus learning given the times

we are living in ! 

Speaking of living , we have been focusing

on living cells with our fabulous year 8 's .

They ’re up-skilling their microscope skills

and have come to appreciate the patience

involved with locating cells in abiotic and

biotic structures . I have been extremely

proud with all my students in years 7 –10 . It

is evident that when they put in the extra

effort which is seen in their attitudes

towards learning and science in everyday

matters !

Science Week has given our high school

students the opportunity to be involved in

extra-curricular experiments and activities

across Years 7 - 12 . This year ’s theme is food by

design , hence we aim on looking at aspects of

food production , packaging , and

technological aspects of science and food !

How yummy is that ! It has been pleasing to

see the Students ’ enjoy themselves and have

some healthy competition in the lab .

I wish all our families and students a

prosperous term ahead , and please feel free to

check-in via phone/ email if you would like an

update on your child ’s learning . 

Regards , 

Miss Bahwach

Science Teacher 

Well-Being Coordinator / Daily Organiser 



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Students and Staff worked together to make Ice-Cream as it focussed on this year's National Science
Week theme, 'Food By Design'. It was captivating to see students get into the swing of things with
their friends and teachers. A massive thank you to all those who helped, had fun and took part in the
activity with nothing but smiles! 

Inside Scoop over at DP Campus!



G C  N E W S L E T T E R

Thank you all for the care , commitment

and patience that you have shown in

what has proved to be a particularly

difficult first-week of Term 3 . Lockdown

and learning from home was a big

transition for many of our students . Many

attended online classes and were able to

keep up with the lessons and tasks

assigned . Well done !

Year 7 EALD
For English this term , our students are

learning about persuasive writing using

Aristotle ’s theory of persuasion . They have

been working through a variety of tasks

allowing them to focus on presenting

their ideas in a clearly structured and

convincing way . Our students are learning

how to communicate their main points

using specific vocabulary and evidence to

back-up their opinion .

Students deeply analyze the characters

and events in this short story as well as

the big question of “Is too much

technology a bad thing?” Students create

a logical argumentative writing response

that is based upon what they have

learned from the story and present in the

form of a class debate .

Year 12 EALD
Our Year 12 students have reached their

final assessment task of the year . They will

be analysing a true story about two young

and ambitious mountaineers who decide

to climb the summit of the Siula Grande

in the Peruvian Andes . Touching the Void

By Kevin MacDonald is based on a true

story and will have the students analysing

the portrayal of characters , their

perspectives and true motivations . Our

students will be on edge when they see

what kind of situation these characters

will face .

Well done to all of our students , keep up

the hard work !

Year 8/9 EALD
Our students are analysing a text called

The Veldt . It is a short story set in a

futuristic dystopian society where

technology can replace even the most

basic of human activities and has one of

the most jaw-dropping endings . Our

students have been working through

critical thinking activities to accompany

this thought-provoking story . Students

LOVE that they are engaged in an on-

going discussion of technology and given

the opportunity to voice their opinions on

who is to blame for the tragic ending .



Kindness is in the air:
We all want our children to grow up into kind and

thoughtful adults . In difficult times , the need for human

kindness is even more important and necessary to teach . At

Garden College , we aim to infuse each and every lesson

with a message of independence , autonomy and the ability

to spread love and kindness through the tenets of Islam . 

G C  N E W S L E T T E R

 

It ’s important to recognise that the acts of kindness we hope to instil do not have

to be life changing , major actions . They can be small , daily deeds which do not

take any money or time , but are huge in the eyes of Allah Subḥānahu wa-ta ʿālā . 

The act of smiling at your neighbour , as the Prophet (peace and blessings be upon

him) said “Smiling in the face of your brother (another) is an act of charity”. The

impact which that can have on an individual who is having a bad day , or on the

brink of despair , cannot be underestimated . 

The Prophet Muhammad ملسو هيلع هللا ىلص said , “Whoever pulls something out of the roads of the
Muslims that harms them, Allah will record a good deed for him. Whoever is given
a good deed, Allah will admit him into Paradise by it .”

We all know that Islam teaches us to be charitable , but how can we make charity

and kindness a part of our personality? How can we live it day to day , and teach it

to our children? 

Alhamdullilah , I have recently published my first children ’s book , aiming to do

exactly that . Noura Saves the Planet is about a young Muslim girl who , with her

feline friend Lentils , is inspired to find ways to ‘save the planet ’ but is hindered by

the fact that she cannot venture too far from home . 

Filled with diverse characters from all walks of life , this book aims to show children

that it is not the major acts which are life changing , but that they have power in

their little hands , to contribute to the world around them . 



I was inspired by the students of Garden College , and wanted to inspire them in return .

In sha Allah this book will be available in hardcover and can be found online at “Noura

Saves the Planet” on social media . 

So I encourage you to make kindness a part of your everyday conversations with your

children . Ask them around the dinner table , “what did you do for someone else today?”

“What did someone do for you?” In this way , children will not even have to think twice

before picking up a piece of rubbish to dispose of it , they won ’t flinch when someone

asks them for help with something , and they will jump at the opportunity to give away

their toys to someone who needs it . 

May Allah Subhānahu wa-ta ʿālā allow us to raise kind , empathetic and generous

Muslims . 

 

 

Miss . Rufia Valiff

School Counsellor
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